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SUHHARY

The Papago Indian Reservation in south-central Arizona comprises

11,000 km
2

in the Basin and Range province. The region is typically one

of fault-bounded ranges separated by deep, sediment-filled basins.

A reconnaissance geothermal assessment of the Papago Indian Reser-

vation indicates that a geothermal anomaly exists at the Papago Farms

and that one perhaps exists at Sells.

More detailed analysis of existing geologic, geophysical, and geo-

chemical data definitely confirms the existence of a geothermal -anomaly

at the Papago Farms. Chemical geothermometers predict a minimum reser-

o
voir temperature of 80 C. Geochemical mixing models suggest that the

maximum probable reservoir-temperilture may be as high as l40oC. Depth

to the geothermal reservoir is uncertain, but may be as shallow as 1.5

to 2 km. The possible existence of two intersecting fault zones is sug-

gested by gravity data and interpretations of water chemistry. The sus-

o 0
pected fault zones trend N. 81 \~. and N. 18 W. and intersect at the

northeast corner of the Papago Farms, in the area of well PF-7. The

fault intersection would comprise highly fractured basement rock, an

ideal reservoir for geothermal fluids.

Additional resource assessment is necessary. Temperature logging

of all wells at the Farms would facilitate identification of the area

where warm water is rising to the surface. A shallow-depth (500 ft.)

heat-flow survey should assist in defining the areal extent of the res-

ervoir. Finally, a magnetotelluric survey should aid in predicting

depth to the reservoir.

i
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At the Papago Farms, 980 acres currently are under cultivation. All

irrigation water is lifted several hundred feet to the surface from the

ground water aquifer, using diesel-driven pumps. Diesel-run generators

supply all other pmver at the Fanns. The development of geothermal en

ergy at the Farms would reduce diesel-fuel requirements, thereby making

the Farms operation more self-sufficient and possibly more cost effec-

tive.

Geothermal energy can be used t\vO ways at the Farms. 1) Of f-the-·

shelf technology and equipment exist that use low-temperature geothermal

fluids to heat and cool buildings. This technology can be applied to

all offices, \vorkshops, and bunkhouses at the Farms. 2) Sperry Research

Center, corporate research facility of Sperry Corporation, has designed

and is field tes ting a c!m.;nhole geothermal pwnp tha t uses the energy of

the geothermal fluid to lift (pump) the \vater· to the surface. The geo

thermal fluid in this system arrives at the surface cold and usually is

reinj ected into the ground through a separate well. The "working fluid"

in the system (usually Freon) arrives hot at the surface where it can be

passed through another turbine to generate electr:l.city.

Because the new Sperry system can generate one-third more electri

city than a conventional geothennal plant from the same reservoir, lower

temperature reservoirs can be exploited more economically. It is antic

ipated that the Sperry system can be used efficiently in hot water wells

with temperatures as .10\'; as 100 t~ 1200 C. The system should be commer

cially available by 1983. Currently, representatives from the Sperry

Corporation are seeking a suitable demonstration site in Arizona or Ida

ho.

At the Parago Farms, the cold "geothermal" fluids pumped to the sur-
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face by the Sperry system could be used for irrigation rather than being

reinjected into the ground. Electricity could be used for lighting and

operating tools and appliances.

Numerous federal assistance programs are available for developing

direct-use geothermal energy. These programs are detailed at the end

of this report. Probably the program that '''ould be most helpful at this

time for developing the Papago Farms resource is the Department of En

ergy's Technic8l Assistance Program. This program provides up to 100

hours of free consulting services to potential users with limited ex

perience. The coniJultLng services currently include projects or studies

to provide:

1) Evaluation of engineering feasibility

2) Resource evaluation

3) Economic evaluation

4) Conceptual design

5) Assistance for locating and applying for grant money or loans

6) Referrals or consultation to equipment vendors and consulting

engineers

7) Informal seminars.

For additional information on this program, contact Gene Culver,

Oregon Institute of Technology, Geo-Heat Utilization Center, Klamath

Falls, Oregon 97601; phone: (503) 882-6321.

A second valuable program is the Department of Energy, User Coupled

Confirmation Drilling Program. This program provides federal cost shar

ing for exploration, drilling, and testing to confirm hydrothermal reser

voirs for direct heat applications. It is necessary to submit a proposal,

which must be approved by the Department of Energy, to participate in
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this cost-sharing p~ogram.

For more information, contact Susan Prest\vich, Idaho Operations Of

fice, U. S. Department of Energy, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401; phone (208)

526-1147.
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CEOTHERHAL RESOURCE ASSESSMENT

Introduction

The United States llus ten percent of the world's population and con-

sumes a third of the world's energy. In recent years increasing world

demand for and dwindling ~3uppl1es of foss11 fuels have driven up fuel

prices to such an extent tllat our nation is suddenly conscious of and

concerned about the availability of energy. To this end the U. S. De-

partment of Energy is encouraging and funding the development of alter-

nate energy resources. Geothermal energy, which is above-normal heat

occurring at very shallow depths in the earth, is one such resource.

Arizona is situated in the southern Basin and Range province, where

the occurrence of low- to moderate-temperature geothermal resources

o
( < 150 C) are not uncommon. Most often the geothermal resources in this

province occur as hydrothermal (hot water) convection systems, a result

of deeply circulating ground \vater that is heated by the normal geother-

mal gradient and then rises toward the surface along fractures such as

fault planes, fault intersections, or joint sets. Frequently, geother-

mal energy in such geologic settings is manifested at the surface by hot

springs. Where surface expressions are absent, however, geologic, geo-

chemical, and geophysical techniques can be employed to detect hydro-

thermal systems suspected in the subsurface. Occasionally domestic or

irrigation wells encounter warm water at shallow depths in the subsurface.

In order to be economic, a low- to moderate-temperature geothermal

resource must have an adequate temperature and fluid volume, and must oc-
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cur at a reasonably shallow depth (less than about 1. 5 km). In addition,

the resource must be located near the user. On the Papago Indian Reser-

vation most villages are small and often are located many miles from one

another, so that development of a geothermal resource may not be economic.

At the Papago Farms, ho\vever, or near the tOHn of Sells, a geothermal

system might be economic since a large enough user would be available.

Warm wells at the Papago Farms and other subsurface indicators suggest

tllat a low- to moderate-temperature geothermal resource does exist at the

Farms and that another may exis t at Sells. This paper revie\vs relevant

data for the Papago Indian Reservation generally, and for the Papago

Farms in particular, and recommends follow-up exploration that \vould de-

fine the resource more specifically. A short section is appended indi

cating possible uses of geothermal energy at the predicted temperatures

and suggesting procedures for developing the resource in a timely man-

nero A report on the geothermal potential at Sells will be available

at a later date.

Papago Indian Reservation

Location and Access. The Papago Indian Reservation comprises about

11,000 km
2

in south-central Arizona, largely in Pima County, with small

areas in Maricopa anel Pinal Counties. The reservation includes most of

the region west of Tucson to Ajo and from Casa Grande south to the inter

national boundary \Vith Nexico (Fig. 1). About 7,000 Papago Indians 1'e-

side on the reservation, of \vhich 3,100 live in or near the principal

to\Vn of Sells, 30 km south\Vest of Tucson on Arizona High\oJay 86. Villages

on the reservation generally have populations of 40 to 100 people, but

many are smaller. Several larger villages have populations ranging up
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Fig. 1: Map of Arizona showing Papago Indian Reservation.
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to about 1,000 people. The economy of the reservation is based largely

on ranching and agriculture.

The climate is semiarid. Precipitation ranges from about 5 inches

in the southwestern part of the reservation to about 20 inches in the

Baboquivari Mountains (lleindl and others, 1962). Nearly half the rain

fall occurs during the hard summer thunderstorms in July and August.

(U. S. Dept. of Commerce, 1973). At Sells the mean annual air tempera

ture is 20
o

C. During SllllUl1er months, hO\vever, temperatures on the reser

vation often exceed 3S
o

C.

Previous 8huI!:ev. Early investigations of the Papago region were

reconnaissance surveys mainly concerned with ground water and ~inera1

resource evaluations (Bryan, 1925; Clotts, 1915; Coates, 1954; Denton

and Haury, 1946; Hadley, 1944; Heindl and Cosner, 1961; Matis, 1970;

Romsl0, 1950; Tenney, 1934; and Yost, 1953). Prior to the early 1970s,

little geologic mapping was accomplished on the reservation (Bryan,

1920 and 1925; Bryner, 1959; Fair, 1965; Heindl, 1965a and b; Heindl and

Fair, 1965; 1Ieindl and HcC1ymonds, 1964; HcClymonds and Heindl, 1964).

Since the mid 1970s, nine IS-minute quadrangle reconnaissance geo

logic maps of the Papago Indian Reservation have been published by the

U. S. Geological Survey, and ten of the 14 remaining maps are in prepa

ration (Haxel and others, 1980).

GeneraZ GeoZogy. The Papago Indian Reservation is in the southern

Basin and Range province, Sonoran Desert section or subprovince (Hayes,

1969). While this province is largely characterized in southern Arizona

by northwest-trending, fault-bounded mountain ranges, separated by deep

sediment-filled basins, most of the ranges and basins on the Papago reser

vation trend north-south. In the Sonoran Desert section of the Basin
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and Range province the r~nges are lower and narrower than those in the

Mexican Highland section to the east, and make up less than a fourth of

the area of the section. Many of the ranges and peaks in the Sonoran

Desert section are rugged and rise abruptly from the surrounding desert.

Haxel and others (1980, p. 20) divided the Papago reservation and

immediate areas to the east into a southern terrane and a northern ter-

rane (Fig. 2) on the bnsis of "significantly different rock assemblages

and geologic histories."

Generally, the nortllC'rn Papago terrane has a Precambrian through

early TerU.ary history similar to that of the Globe-Phoenix-Tucson re-

gion and southeastern Arizona. Haxel and others stated (p. 20);

" •.. in the area of Slate, Vekol and Cimar Mountains •••

the Pinal Schist is intruded by the Oracle Granite .••

and these older Precambrian crystalline rocks are over

lain by the younger Precambrian Apache Group, which is

intruded by diabase sills and dikes. The Precambrian

rocks are overlain by Paleozoic sandstone, limestone,

dolomite, and siltstone ••. and by unmetamorphosed Meso

zoic volcanic and sedimentary rocks ••• All of these

rocks are intruded by Late Cretaceous and (or) eaxly

Tertiary biotite andCor) hornblende-bearing grano-

diorites, gl:anltes, and related porphyries."

In the southern terrane Precambrian rocks appear to be nearly ab-

sent and Paleozoic rocks are sparse. Mesozoic sedimentary and volcanic

rocks were affected by regional metamorphism during the Late Cretaceous.

The "Laramide" (Late Cretaceous-early Tertiary) magmatic episode of

southern Arizona is represented by muscovite- and garnet-bearing granitic

plutons.

The reader is rcfl~rrc·J to llaxel and others (1980) for a more detailed
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description of the soutllcrn Papago reservation geology and for selected

references.

HydY'oZogy. An investigation of the ground water supply of the Pa-

pago Indian Reservation was made members of U. S. Geological Survey

in the late 1950s (Heindl and Cosner, 1961; Heindl and others, 1962;

Heindl, 1958). Matis (1970) studied the hydrogeology of the Sells area.

Heindl and others (1962) differentiated four types of ground water

areas based on the water-bearing characteristics of the principal rock

types. These areas arc composed of 11 ••• (1) essentially non-water-bear

ing materials largely comprised of granitoid and metamorphic rocks but

also including some indurated sedimentary and volcanic rocks; (2) locally

water-bearing Paleozoic limestone; (3) locally water-bearing volcanic

rocks; and (4) generally water-bearing alluvial deposits." They pointed

out that the deep alluvial aquifers in the central parts of most basins

on the reservation have the greatest pt"obability of yielding sufficient

amounts of water for irrigation. Depth to water in these deep sediment

filled basins varies from about 30 to 200 m (Heindl and others, 1962).

Principal drainage on the reservation is north to the Gila River and

south to the Rio Sonoyta, with the surface-water and ground-water divides

generally coincident.

Presently an updated, detailed evaluation of the ground-water re

sources and basin hydrology of the reservation including water quality

and hydrologic modeling is being made by members of the U. S. Geological

Survey (Hollett, personal COI1lIllun., 1980). Preliminary hydrologic maps

should be available in mid to late 1980.

Gravity. Hargan (1978) made a regional gravity survey of the Papago

Indian Reservation. He sho\ved five areas on the reservation having nega-
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tive gravity anomalies that are probably a result of deep basins filled

with less-dense, unconsolidated or semi-consolidated sedimentary mate-

rial. These areas are Santa Rosa, Quijotoa, Baboquivari and Tecolote

valleys, and the Great Plain. The Sells area sits atop a gravity high,

which Hargan interpreted as a possible high-density Precambrian basement

that is much closer to the surface there than under some other ranges.

Hargan attempted to correlate positive and negative second order residual

Bouguer gravity anomalies i'lith structures that are potentially favorable

for the occurrence of hot dry rock and hydrothermal geothermal resources,

respectively.

Greenes (1980) made it detailed gravity survey of the Papago Farms

area, which will be discussed Eimore detail under that section.

Heat Flow. Average heat flow for the southern Basin and Range pro-

-2 -2
vince is 84 nMm ,about 20 mWm greater than the world average (Sass

and others, 1980). This elevated heat flow in the Basin and Range pro-

vince is generally attributed to the effects of thinner crust and to pos-

sible igneous intrusions into the crust in the southwestern United States.

On the Papago Indian Reservation tivO heat flow measurements iVeTe

made, one at Roadside Mine (92 mWm- 2) and a second at Gunsite Hills

-2(87.8 mWm .). A third measurement is be:ing made in the Quij otoa Mountains

by the U. S. Geologi.cc'.l Survey, but the value is not yet available. Pub

-2
lished heat £IOi'ls ranging hetlYeen 35.5 and 108.7 mWm exist around the

margins of the reservation (Fig. 3). Nearly all heat f10iV in the Papago

region exceeds the average for the Basin and Range province, and is a re-

suIt of "convective transfer associated with ground-water circulation"

(Lachenbruch and Sass, 1978).

SHanberg and Horgan (1978/79) shoi'led a linear relationship between
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regional heat flo\V Clnd tcmperal:ures based on the silica content of ground

\Vater. Their method \Vas applied to 254 chemical analyses of ground water

from the Papago reservation, \Vith a resulting mean silica heat flow of

113 .±. 2LI.9 nMm-2 (Fig, L1). On this basis I consider values exceeding

-2
130 mVfm anomalous for this region. Figure 5 shows five areas with

nearly linear bands of anomalous silica heat flow and numerous other

single--value anomalies. The five anomalous areas are the Papago Farms,

Sells, south of the Ko Vi1ya Hills, south of the Brmmell Hountains, and

\Vest of an area from Bell Hountain to La Tortuga Butte.

Because of the size of the Parago Indian Reservation, I selected the

Papago Farms and Sells for more detailed evaluation on the basis of high

silica heat flO\v, the occurrence of ,vann \VeIls and the proximity of both

to users. The remainder of this report discusses the geothermal poten-

tiel at the Papago Farms. A second report will cover the.Sells area.

The Papago Farms

In 1977 the Parago Indian Tribe started a farming operation at the

site of the old Parago Farm, about 40 miles south\Vest of Sells. Currently

980 acres of farmland are uncler cultivation (Hollett, personal commun.,

1980). Intense irrigation is required for the farming operation.

Geology and Hydl"ology. The Papago Farms is located at the southeast

end of the Mesquite Hountnins in a broad, nearly flat region called the

Holenitus area (Heindl, 1958) or the Great Plain (Fig. 6). The Great

Plain is at the head of a north-south valley that extends about 40 km

into Mexico. In Arizona the study area is bounded on the east by the

north-trending La LC[,I111 NOLIn tains, 11 low range of Tert1ary intermediate

volcanic rocks that continue south into Mexico. The Kupk Hills, com-
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posed of late Cretaceous-carly Tertiary gneiss, comprise the northern

boundary of the Great Plain. The western edge of the area follo\<1s the

south-flowing San Simon IVilsh, and the southern margin, for this study,

coincides with the international boundary with Mexico.

Major surface drainage in the study area is the south-flowing San

Simon Wash. Chukut Kuk Wash east of the La Lesna Nountains (Fig. 6) and

Vamori Wash even farther to the east both trend nortln.,est\<1ard out of

Mexico and then west. Together with numerous smaller washes, they join

San Simon Wash north and west of the Great Plain. All surface water

then flows south into Mexico and joins Rio Sonoyta.

Ground \."ilter under the reservation moves largely along the axes of

the valleys and generally moves in the same direction as the surface

water (Heindl ilncl oLlwu;, 1962). Hollett (personal commun., 1980) pointed

out from recent unpublisllecl studies that ground water moves northwest

principally beneath the Vamori and Chukllt Kllk washes to\.,ards Kots Kug

ranch and the Kupk Hills. North of the Great Plain, two arms of £10\.,

join the south-flowing ground Hater beneath San Simon Wash, Hhile a third

arm £loHs beneath the Chukul Kuk wash to join the flm., beneath San Simon

Wash near the international boundary. Ground water low in total dissolved

solids (TDS) can be seen in Figure 7 to mimic the surface drainage of both

Vamorl and Chukut Kuk \."ashes as they flol., west to join San Simon Hash.

To the south and north along San Simon Wash this pattern is disrupted by

an area of exceedingly l11gh TDS that Hollett (personal commun., 1980)

suggests may be related to_;:Lsballm., evapol-ite or lake-bed deposit.

Water Chemistry. Cround-water chemistry is a reliable, cost-effec

tive and useful lilethoJ or assessing the physical and chemical characteris

tics of a hydrologic system. Cation and anion ratios are good indicators
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of ground wJLer simiLlriLics ~1llJ differences, reflecting origin, age,

direction of mov~ncnt, nnd possible mixing with deep thermal waters.

Chemical analyses of water from 26 wells in the study area and surround

ing region are given in Table 1. Well locations are shO\vn in Figure 8.

Unless otherwise noLed Lile data were taken from the most recent entry

for each well listed in the U. S. Geological Survey's HATSTORE water

quality file (USCS, WHD, Tucson, 1980).

Ground \vatcr v,dth sill1ilnr chcmicnl affini.ties can be detected in a

number of ways, two of \vhich (a Piper diagram and Stiff diagrams) make

use of HC0
3
-S0

4
-Cl and Na-Ca-Mg ratios. These methods are especially

useful in characterizing dissimilar \Vaters, but where chemical composi

tions are very similar H1H-moredifficult by these methods to distin

guish groups of \vater \vit h like characteristics. Ground waters in the

Papago Farms study area are largely similar in chemistry. For this rea

son a series of X-Y plots were generated (Figs. 9 through 12); waters

plotting together in the same fields were placed in the same group. By

this method three distincl: groups of Hater \vere identified. The charac

teristics of these groups are outlined in Table 2.

Group I \Vaters are mostly nonthermal (T<31
0

C) and include ground

\Vater from wells at or near the east side of the Papago Farms (Group .la:

Toro-3 (T-3), G8-l, PF-3, PF-6, and PF-lS) and north of the study area

(Group 1b: DW-IS, DI-1-32 , DH···73 , and 01-1-46). Group I waters have \vell

head temperatures in tile range 25-32
0

C, high Cl!F and Mg!Ca ratios, low

Na/Ca and Na/K ratios, and generally 10\V (323 ± 37 mg/l) total dissolved

solids. These waters largely reflect ground water moving west beneath

the Great Plain to join tile south-flowing water beneath San Simon Wash.

A full chemical analysis of PF-4 \Vas available, too late to include in



TABLE 1. Chemical Analyses of Ground Water, Papago Farms and Surrounding Areas

(Chemical constituents in milligrams per liter)

SaIuple
No. Location pH Na K Ca Hg Si02 Cl S04 HC03 F B TDS

*USGS-l D-19-01 llBBB 7.9 87 3.1 11.0 2.8 41 36 23 190 2.3 0.21 308
USGS-2 C-19-01 36ACC - 170 0.9 3.2 0.4 27 59 45 270 12.0 0.68 450
USGS-3 C-19-01 28ADC - 790 2.9 0.8 0.2 18 280 160 1140 54.0 16.0 1885
USGS-4 C-19-0l 14DDD - 150 0.8 1.8 0.3 43 31 24 300 7.9 0.5 409
DSGS-5 C-18-01 35CDA - 120 4.0 8.2 2.5 42 40 33 200 8.3 0.31 377
DSGS-6 D-19-01 28CBC - no 0.6 13.0 5.9 45 59 37 2,00 4.0 0.22 375
DH-2 D-19-01 05CBC 7.7 110 3.2 8.1 1.5 37 31 26 2'20 9.2 0.52 335
PF-l D-19-01 07DBB 8.0 no 3.2 8.1 1.2 53 31 30 220 11.0 0.32 356
PF-2 C-19-0l 12DAA 7.7 110 2.5 6.8 1.1 50 30 30 220 9.3 0.27 348
PF-3 D-19-0l 8DM\. - 94 3.3 13.0 ? '} 52 26 22 210 4.3 0.24 327_ • ...J

PF-4 C-19-01 18ADA - - - 14.0 3.3 55 40 31 224 12.0 - 390
PF-5 D-19-01 18DDD 7.9 no 2.6 8.8 1.9 38 33 24 210 8.4 0.22 331
PF-6 D-19-01 17PAA. 7.9 99 3.4 11.0 3.8 57 23 20 240 7.6 0.24 351
PF-7 D-19-01 08DBB 8.3 120 4.5 7.5 1.8 61 30 30 220 9.4 0.31 374
PF-8 D-19-01 08CBB - 120 3.1 12.0 1.6 60 30 29 210 8.8 0.75 375
PF-15 D-19-01 08ABD - 96 3.7 13.0 1.5 53 23 22 220 4.3 0.23 330
PF-18 D-19-01 07BAD
PFD-A D-19-01 07ABD 8.7 no 2.9 5.0 1.4 31 28 23 - 8.0 0.30 329
DW-30 C-19-01 04DAA - 140 1.5 3.6 0.3 77 23 23 250 10.0 0.37 353
m-l-31 C-18-0l 28ABB 7.9 150 3.4 6.8 2.3 32 68 63 200 2.9 0.45 444
DW-53 C-19-02 03ADD - 1400 11. 0 160.0 100.0 35 2100 850 400 1.4 1.40 4880

+Toro-3 D-18-02 31BDA 8.1 72 2.5 13.0 2.9 31 22 18 180 1.6 0.20 258
DH-15 C-17-01 IlBCA 7.4 113 3.0 3.4 0.9 28 IS 20 222 2.6 . 0.34 318
m-l-32 C-17-01 33BAC - - - 13.0 2.8 30 128 91 170 1.8 - 565
m.J-73 D-17-0l 03BAA - 100 2.1 22.0 4.4 32 21 17 220 1.5 0.17 302
DH-46 D-18-01 07ACA 7.4 - - 17.0 6.4 38 43 4S 237 2.0 - 384

*USGS wells in text, maps, and other tables are hereafter referred to by the shorter designation GS.

+Toro-3 in text, maps, and other tables is hereafter referred to as T-3.
r-"
--..J
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this report, but it is l'vidcnt that this \vatcr will most likely resemble

other Group I waters, Ivitll pOL-haps a small component of Group II water.

Group II Ivaters OCCllr slightly Hes t of Group Ia and are thermal

(T>31
0
C). oWell-head tcmperatures range between 38 and 51 C. Group II

includes DW-2, PF-I, PF-2, PF-7, PF-8, and PFD-A, all of Hhich are 10-

cated in proximity, at. or near the north end of the Farms. The waters

have 10lv cI/F and Ng/Cl ratius and moderate Na/Ca and Na/K ratios rela-

tJvc. to Croupi; T <Inti II T. 1'1C'<In totn 1. d Lssolvc~d solids is slightly highcl:

than that of Group I: 353 + 19 mgll versus 320 ± 35 mglI for Group I.

Group III waters (CS-2, GS-3, GS-4, GS-6, DW-30, and DW-S3) exhibit

feHer similarities as a group than do Groups I and II. Group III waters

are nonthermal. They nrc distinguished by very high NaiR and Na/Ca ra-

tios, both of Hhich exceed Group I ratios by a factor of five or more

(Table 2). These waters are the most \vesterly group and their chemistry

is strongly influenced by the possible evaporite deposit mentioned above.

A chemical analysis and well-head temperature from PF-18 are not

available, but tile above-normal temperature, 35.4°C at 120 m depth, and

its proximity to the other thermal \vells suggest that it belongs in Group

II.
~ 0

GS-S and PF-S have temperatures less than 31 C, but are chemically

similar to the Group II tllermal Haters. They may reflect Group II

waters that have cooled. Dlv-3l does not sho'iv an affinity for any group.

Chemical characteristics of PF-6, PF-8, PF-4, PF-5, GS-S, GS-4, and

DW-30 'iva tel'S suggest mixing in the subsurface as their atomic ratios

shaH an affinity for two groups.

Chemical GeoLhcl'i/lOlllcLcps. Experimental evidence has established

that the solubil.ity of siltcn in water ~s largely a function of temper-

ature and the silica species being dissolved. Fournier and Row (1966)
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proposed a method of estimating subsurface temperatures in hot aquifers

based on the concentration of silica in thermal water, assuming that

there is equilibration of dissolved silica with quartz minerals in high-

temperature aquife)~s and that the equilibrium is largely preserved as the

thermal I,mter flmvs to tIle surface. Their method appears to be the most

accur8te and useful [or tIH:['111<:111,vQters in the temperature range 150 to

225°C (Fournier, 1977). i\rnC:rsson (1970; 1975) found that chalcedony

rather than quartz generally controls the silica concentration in Ice-

o
land's thennal Ivaters Ivhen temperatures are below 100-110 C. Figure 13

is a plot of tcmperal:llres (oC) versus silica concentrations (mg/l),

which shows that chalcedony controls silica concentrations in the study

area. Between 110-ISOoC eitller species can be the controlling factor.

The sodium-potassium-calcium geochemical thermometer was devised by

Fournier and Truesdell (1973) to estimate aquifer temperatures based on

the molal concentrations of Na, K, and Ca in thennal \vaters. Fournier

and Potter (1978) devisL'c1 ,I method to correct the Na-K-Ca temperature

for the effects of magnesium.

Many basic assumptions are made in using the geochemical thermome-

ters to estimate subsurface temperatures. These were discussed in de-

tail by Fournier, \vhite, and Truesdell (1974) who emphasized that it is

unlikely that all assumptions will be fulfilled every\vhere. The basic

assumptions arc: (1) the chemical reactions are temperature dependent;

(2) there is an adequate supply of all reactants; (3) water-rock equilib-

rium occurs at the reservoir temperature; (4) hot water ascends rapidly

to the surface so no re--equ:Uibration of the "indicator" constituents

occurs; and (5) thermal and nonthermal waters do not mix during flow to

the surface or evaluation o[ ~,uch mixing is possible. These assumptions
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Llsuillly cannot lJc vcrifil'd in the field so that geochemical thennometers

mLlst be applied \vith C;llttLOI\ <ll1d \Vith a full understClnding of the uncer-

tainties involved.

The chalcedony geochemical thermometer and the sodium-potassium-

calcium geochemical tlwrIllomete.r ,vith magnesium correction \vere used to

estimote deep oquifer telllperatures at the Papago Farms (Table 2). The

most reliable temperature':> arc~ those \vhere the silica temperature (1'5102)

and the sodium-potassium-calcium temperature (TN K e ) for a given wella- - a

agree within 20
0 e en 11'~3s. It is evident from Figure 14 that this con-

dition exists for 12 wells (Table 3), the four highest temperatures of

\vhich are from Group II thermal \Vaters. The geochemical thermometers

a
predict a minimum reservoir temperature of about 80C.

Mixing Models. DiJution of thermCll \vaters rich in silica with cool

ground waters containing low silica concentrations would effectively low-

er the silica cO!1centr,ltio!1 of the thermal water and \VQuld indicate i:1

lower reservoir temperature. Fournier and Truesdell (1974) suggested

that mixing of thermal <lnd nonthermal \vaters should be suspected where

(1) the Na-K-Ca geocilcill Lenl thermometer (TN IZ C ) varies from the sur
a- - a

face temperature by more than 20
0 e, indicative of nonequilibrium t and

(2) regular variations in surface temperatures with non-reactive chemical

constituents such as chloride anel boron are observed from several wells

in an area. Both conditions occur at the Papago Farms.

Fournier and Truesdell (1974) developed a method of predicting the

maximum probable temperature of the hot-water component before mixing and

the fraction of cold water in the mixed-water sample. They assumed that

enthalpy (heat content) (11 ) of the cold water multiplied by the fraction
c

of cold water (X), plus the enthalpy of the hot water ("h) multiplied by
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TABLE 2. RATlOS Or: SELECTElJ CHOIICAL CONSTITUENTS, CHEHICAL GEOTHERMOMETERS.
TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS, TEHPERATURES, I'/ELL DEPTHS, AND GEOTHERMAL
GRADIENTS CALCULATeD BY HETHOD I (SEE TEXT) FOR 26 l'fELLS AT THE
PAPAGO FARHS AND SURfWUNDING AREAS,

SAMPLE MEAS. DEPTH GRi\DIENT T5i0 2 T Na-K-Ca
No. T(oCl (H) (0C/KM) CL/F 1 NA/CA 1 ~IG/CA 1 NA/K 1 (OC I (OC) TOS 2

GROUP IA
T-3 25 91.5 1,3.7 7. If if.8 0.37 '18.9 49.5 58.6 258
GS-I 27 153.7 39.0 8.4 6.9 0.42 ',7.8 62.6 71 .8 308
PF-3 28 280.8 2 'I. <) 3.2 6.3 0.29 48.7 73.9 71.0 330
PF-6 27 170.7 35. 1 1.6 7.8 0.56 ',9.4 78.6 56.3 327
PF-15 30 91.5 46.9 2.9 6. If O. 18 43.9 74.8 75.5 351

GROUP Is
01'1-15 25 110.0 36.3 J. I 28.9 3

O. '.1. 64.0 3 45. I 63.4 3 I 8
0\'1-32 97. 9 38.0 3 0.35 48. I 565)
01'/-73 3? 7.5 If.O 0.33 80.6 3 50.9 t~ ~ , 3 302
Cl\'J-4 G 30 96.6 93. ? ] I I .5 0.63 58.7 384

X '" 28±.2.5 3! . 6.!:J • 8 S.l...!-J.5 6. OJ:. 1, " .3 7J:.. 10 ,.7.7±.2.2 60.2±.12.9 63.3±.10.4 32J;t37

GROUP 11
01'1-2 '.6 128.0 19 S. :3 1.0 12.0 0.30 58.3 57.4 81.4 335
PF-I t,/j 218.0 lO5.S I. S 12.0 0.25 50.3 74.8 8 I .4 356
PF-2 30 290.2 58.6 1.7 14. 1 0.26 7'•• 7 77.9 76.9 348
PF-7 39 283.5 63.5 1 .6 14. I 0.41 45.4 82. I 77.6 374
PF-8 S! 193.6 155.0 1.7 8.7 0.22 66. I 81.3 73.3 375
PFO-A 3."') 120.0 1" I. 7 1 . 9 19.1 O. ',8 6'1.6 49.5 84.5 329

X = if J±5. 3 119.9±.53.9 I . 7;t. II. I:J. 3:.1--::." • 32.±.. 10 61.2;t9,8 70.5±.13.7 79.2;t4.0 353;t19

GROUP III
GS-2 25 152. II 26.2 2.6 ',6.2 0.19 32 I .3 4 J. 5 60.0 450
GS-3 25 152. I, 26.2 2.13 857.5 3 0.50 463.5 27.3 63.7 1885 3

GS-,. 24 152. '. 19.4 0.2 72. 'I 0.22 310.5 6".5 7 2.3 409
GS-6 28 153.7 45.5 7.9 7.4 0.75 318.7 66.7 25.9 375
OW-30 26 78. 'I 63.8 1.2 33.0 O. I I 160.3 95.0 77.2 353
OW-53 28 86.9 80.6 000.3 3 7.6 1.03 216.6 5'•• 9 35.2 4880 3

X = 26±.1.7 't 3. 6_~2 '... .:', 2.9.i.2.9 33.5±.27.5 .,.7±..36 298.5±,104 58.7±,?3 56.7±,21 397±,',2

~11 SC.
GS-5 29 153.7 52.0 2.6 12.7 O. 51 50. I 63.4 63.3 377
PF-4 27 290.2 20.6 1. It 22.7 0.35 106.3 64,S 79.4 350
PF-5 27 289.6 20.7 2. I 10.9 0.36 71.3 58.7 81, I 331
01'1-31 30 95. I C)".6 1 2. I' 19.2 0.56 74.9 50.9 60,6 44 t.

PF-18 35" 105.0

1. ATOMIC RATIOS
2. MILLIGRAI1S PER LITER
3. ANDl1ALOUS CONCENTRATION. EXCLUDED FfWi! r1EAN-VALUE ESTitlATE
4. TEMPERATURE AT 120 M DEloHI
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TABLE 3. Chemical gcot!terlllometers and pl"edicted m~n~mum reservoir te\n
peratures [or selected wells, Papago Farms and surrounding
areas.

Temperature (oe)

Hell Name T ° T (oC) Predicted;'<~~iO~_C_~) Na-K-Ca Measured-----

PF-7 82.1 77.6 79.9 + 3.1 39.0'

PF-l 7[1.8 81.. [I 78.1 + fl.7 45.0

PF-2 77. '] 76.9 77.4 + 0.7 38.0

PF-8 81.3 73.3 77.3 + 5.7 51.0

PF-15 74.8 75.5 75.2 + 0.5 30.0

PF-3 73.9 71. 0 72.5 + 2.1 28.0

GS-1 62.2 71.8 67.0 + 6.8 27.0

GS-2 64.5 72.3 68.4 + 5.5 2 ll.0

GS-5 63.4 63.3 63.4 + 0.1 29.0

m.J-31 50.9 60.6 55.8 + 6.9 30.0

T-3 lf9.5 58.6 54.1 + 6.4 25.0

DW-73 50.9 46.3 48.6 + 3.3 32.0

"<Predic teel temperaLLlre~; are an average of T
S

' 0 and T
1 2 Na-K-Ca.

the fraction of hot water (I-X) is equal to the enthalpy of the emerging

warm water (H). This is represented by:
w

H := (H) (X) + (Ell) (l-X)
\'1 c

The same conditions are assumeel for silica content:

(1)

Si
w

(2)

where Sic is silica content of cold water, Si
h

is silica content of hot

Ivater, and S1 is s11iGl conLent of the mixed-\vater sample.
\V
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TABLE LI • Entlwlpies of liquid \\later and
cllnlccdony :;olubi1ities at selectee! tem
peratures. (Temperature and enthalpy data"
from Pournicr and Truesdell, 1974. Chal
cedony HolllbLlities, this report.)

Temperature

°c
50
75

100
125
150
175
200
225

Enthalpy

ca1/gm

50.0
75.0

100.1
125./+
151.0
177. a
203.G
230.9

Chalcedony

mg/l

31.4
53.2
84.0

125.3
178.3
243.9
322.8
415.3

to be the same as the Ilwan annual temperature in this region, 21
o

C.

Table 5 gives CillCllLltc:d Xt and XSi. values at selected temperatures

and silica contents for the four wells showing mixed waters. Also shown

in Table 5 are L1le lll~lX illllllll prol>:lblc telllperatures of the hot-\vater compo-

nent before mixing and the estimated fractions of cold water.

Mixing was not indicated in other \\Iells in the study area." However,

Fournier and Truesdell (1974) cautioned that additional dissolved silica

in the mixed \vater, olving to contact \vith amorphous silica or rock con-

taining glass, could result in the two curves not intersecting or in

their intersection at an unreasonably high temperature. They further

pointed out (p. 266), "if either the temperature or silica content of the

cold water \vere higher than the assumed value, the resulting estimated

temperature of the hot-\vater component would be too high." It is likely

that one or both of tltcsecolluTticms may be influencing mixing in PF-7,

resulting in an ulHc~:u";ol1:ll)ly high tempernture; and in PFD-A, DW-2, PF-3,

PF-4, and PF-6, preventJ.ng the two curves from intersecting. Drill cut-
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TABLE 5. Xt and XSi values aL specified temperatures and silica concentrations

for mixing mouel calCliLltlons, l'apago Farms, Papago Indian Reservation,

Arizona. (Background silica = 32 mg/l. Mean annual temp. == 21 oe.)

PF-1

Well temperature
Silica == 53 mg/l

PF-2

Well temperature == 38°e
Silica == 50 mg/l

T (OC) Xt
---

75 .55
100 .70
125 .77
J.50 .81
175 .8LI

200 .87
225 .88

.60

.77

.86

.90

.93

.95

75
100
125
150
17S
200
225

.69

.78

.8LI

.87

.89

.91

.92

.15

.65

.81

.88

.92

.94

.95

Temperature of unmixed water
Percent of cold water = 77%

Temperature of unmixed water
Percent of cold water == 86%

PF-7 PF-8

Well temperature :=: 39°C Well temperature == Sloe
Silica = 61 mg/l Silica == 60 mg/l

T (OC) Xt XSi T (OC) Xt XSi
---

75 .67 75 ,!:,4
100 .77 . Lf Lf 100 .62 .46
125 .83 .69 125 .71 .70
150 .86 .80 150 .77 .81
175 .88 .86 175 .81 .87
200 .90 .90 200 .83 .90
225 .91 .92 225 .85 .93

Temperature of unmixed water LOOoe Temperature of unmixed water := 131 0 C
Percent of cold water :=: 90% Percent of cold water := 73%

--- ---~=_._---======~~-=::...~--_:....__._.------=================
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tings reveal that 1'F-7 penetrates a section of volcanic rock greater than

200 feet in thickness (Hollett, personal commun., 1980), Hhich probably

contains a high percentage of glass, thus supporting the inference of

excess silica in this sample.

a
PF-I, 1'F-2, <:lnd 1'F-8 have estinwted maximum temperatures of 125 C,

142°C, and IJloC, respectively. The general agreement of these temper-

atures suggests that the maximum probable temperature of the aquifer

supplying the hot-water component is about 1400 C.

Geothel'mal Gl"ad1:cnts. The geothermal gradient is a measure of the

rate at \vhich temperature increases with depth in the earth. The gradi-

ent is a result of conductive heat flow, thermal conductivity of rock

through \vhich the heat travels, hydro thermal convection, or some combina-

tion of these. The \vorldwide "normal" geothermal gradient is JOoe/kIn.

In geothermal exploration, gradients are typically extrapolated to

some great depth in an attempt to predict depth to the hot aquifer.

There are several \vays to calculate such grCldients, depending upon the

available data. The results vary from reliable to erroneous.

Method 1 is used to estimate the geothermal gradient \vhen only well-

head temperature and \vell depth are knmvn. The gradient is calculated

by:

AT/ Az T - }fAT
mens

(6)

where AT/A Z
Tmeas

MAT
Z

o
thermal gradient, C/km

o
measured well-head temperature, e

mean annual temperature, (21°C at the Fanns)
well depth, meters

This method assume'c) Llwt (1) tile temperature inCl:eases linearly with

depth and (2) the well-head temperature is the hottest and deepest tem-
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perature in the I"CU. C(~nc~r;llly one or both assumptions are not valid

when 8h<.11101" ground I"'ltl~l.· is encountered in a system. PFD-A is an exam-

ple of a well that disproves the second assumption. The well-head tem-

perature for PFD-A
o

1.S 38 C, but the measured bottom-hole temperature at

120 m is 43.7
0

C. The temperature-depth (T-D) profile of PF-18 (Fig. 16)

shows that the first assLlmption at times is not valid either. In fact

it can be seen that betlveen 105 and 110 m the temperature of PF-18 actu-

ally decreases.

The second method of calculating the geothermal gradient also uses

equation 6 but T is the measured bottom-hole temperature. This meth-meas

od is somelV'hat more aCCUL"a te than using the lVell-head temperature, but

the same assumptions apply to this metllod as apply to the first method.

The most accurate way to obtain a geothermal gradient is to measure

temperatures down il borl'hole at discrete intervals and then fit a straight

line to the data using tIle statistical method of linear regression. This

m-ethod allm"s calculation of the standard deviation and the correlation

coefficient (a measure of how lVell the data fit the linear regression).

Three lVells at the Papago Farms were temperature logged at s-meter

intervals and the geotllermal gradients were calculated by the linear re-

gression method. Table 6 shows the geothermal gradients for these lV'ells,

calculated by the t.hree methods described. The discrepancy between meth-

ods 1 and 2 and method 3 is largest in PF-S, IVhich has a nearly isotbermal

T-D profile, and smallest in PFD-A, which appears to have a nearly linear

T-D profile (Fig. 16). Ullfortunately, since there is no lVay of knolV'ing

which wells are isothermal and ",hich approach linearity lVithout having

dOlVnhole temperature logs, it is nearly impossible to evaluate the reli-

ability of calculated g(~()t!lcrmal gradients for predicting depth to the
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hot aquifer.

A problem o.rises in using even linear geothermal gradients to esti-

mate depth to a reservoir, because linear gradients can be expected to

change at depth wIlen influenced by ground water or by changing rock ther-

mal conductivity. A closer look at the T-D profile of PFD-A (Fig. 16)

reveals that tile trul' :;llil[Je of tllis curve is really convex-upward, in-

dicative of warm water rising toward the surface. The profile shows that

the temperature is increasing at an ever slo,ver rate. When the maximum

temperature of the system is reached the gradient will become zero. Most

likely the T-D prof:Lh~s of the other thermal wells have similar shapes.

The gradient measured in 1'1"0-11. suggests that the maximum reservoir tem-

perature may be encountered at 1.5 to 2 krn depth.

TABLE 6. Geothermal gradients calculated by three different methods.
(See text for explanation.)

Well Method I Method 2 Hethod 3
0C:/1\1I\ uC/km °C/hn

_._--~---~~_..~- -- ---

PF-5 20.7 2/, .1 4.5 + 0.17
1'1"-18 ~k 120.3 66.1

-
1.02+

PFD-A I/fl.7 188.8 165.0
-
+ 5.18

*Well-head temperuture not available.

Geothermal gradients in a hydrothermal system are less reliable in

predicting tempero.tures at depth than they are when used in a relative

context, that is, in compo.ring the gradient in one well with those in

surrounding wells. At the Papago Farms the highest geothermal gradients

occur in the wells prodLlcing Group II thermal waters (Table 2). The gra-

dient map (Fig. 17) s1Imvs a distinct northlvest trend but it does not

quite coincide with tIle tl'~nds seen in the gravity and silica heat flow
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maps discussed 1n the next section.

T-D profiles of the three wells logged at the Farms sho," that warm

water is rising in PFD-i\ ~ll1d that water is descending in PF-S and prob

ably in PF-18. It can be inferred from these profiles that PFD-A is lo

cated within the geol:lll~n1\,11 anomaly and PF-5 is situated outside of it.

The location of PF-18 with respect to the anomaly is less certain, bu~

may be on the margin.

Gl'QV?>ty. Depth to I)l'drock in the Great Plain was modeled by Greenes

(1980) (Fig. 18) who showed that it increases to the south towards Mexico,

reaching a l11ilxlmul11 dqll1l in At-lzona of about 2,700 m. The bnsln l11ay be

deeper in Mexico. Greencs <1lso shm"ed that the Papago Farms basin is asym

metrical with a subsurface bedrock scarp along the eastern pediment edge.

He suggested that this scarp, indicated by the strong gravity gradient

seen in his second order residual gravity anomaly map (Fig. 19), is prob

nbly due to fnult:Lng. cl~ocl\L'mical evidence, namely the distinct chemical

and thermal differences between PF-lS, PF-3, and PF-6 waters at the east

ern edge of the Farms and OIJ-2 and PF-7 \Vaters immediately to the west of

them, suggests a nortll\vl~st extensi.on of this scarp through the Papago

Farms, bet\Veen these groups of \Vells. The presence of a fault or some

other structural control between these wells helps explain the observed

differences in Hater chemistry and temperatures.

i\cross the north end of the Papago basin the abruptly steepening

gravity gradient (Fig. 19) suggests the presence of another scarp that

may be due to faulting also. Intersection of the two proposed subsurface

bedrock faults could explain (1) the anomalous bulge in the second order

res:Ldual gravity at the nOl'tll end of the Farms as being the result of

highly fractured basement rocks and (2) the fact that PF-7, which sits
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in the bulge, L; the llUtLcst \"e11 nt the FC1(Ins nccording to the geochem-

ical indicators. Tilis postulated fnu1t intersection suggests that the

geothermal fluids arc llcld in a reservoir \Vith fracture permeability.

Hhilc the SiUCil [lent [lmv method is genernlly considered to reElect

areas of nnomalous 11Cilt flow on a regional scale, use of such data local-

1y is of questionable value. Nonetlleless the contoured data at the ~apago

aFarms and surrounding area (Fig. 20) sho\V two distinct trends, N. 18 W.

oand N. 81 lil., that c()inciclc~ exactly \vith the faults and fault intersec-

tJon suggostcc! by LllC gr;lv tty dntn. I suggest that the fnult zones are

each about 1 km wide and intersect in the aroa of PF-7 (Fig. 21). The

south and \vest margins of the fault zones are constrained by PF..;;2, PF-l,

PF-4, and PF-s, which do not penetrate the volcanic sequence that the

other wells penetrate (Hollett, personal commun., 1980). The east margin

of the N. 18
0

W. fault zon~ is constrained by the thermal and chemical

differences bet\"een Dl'J-:2., 1'1"-7 \vaters and PF-3, PF-6, PF-ls \vaters. The

onorthern boundclry of the N. 81 IV. fault zone is some\vhat arbitrary.

Tenperatures. Decreases in ground-\Vater temperatures have been re-

corded at the Papago Felrms over n 20-year period (USGS, HATSTORE, 1980).

Between about 1958 and 1978 all wells for which data are available show

an average temperaluro c[c'Cl:e:lse of 2.2°e, \Vith declines ranging between

0.5 and s.ooe for individual \Vells. Two processes could account for the

temperature decreases. The deep hot aquifer or reservoir is cooling off

by hydrothermal convection. This is certainly occurring to some slow ex-

tent, but it is unlikely to be happening at as fast a rate as observed.

The second and more likely explanation is that prolonged, large-volume

irrigation pumping is lntroducing a larger fraction of cold \Vater into

the mixed \vaters thelt C'lllC'rge at the surfelce.
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Conclusions

Geochemical dnt:a SllO\o1 that '.Vaters [L'om a group of anomaloLlsly warm

\VeIls at the north end of tllC Papago Farms are similar to one another

but are chemically distinct [rom '.Vaters in surrounding nonthermal wells.

Chemical geothcnnometcrs (md mixing models indicate that the reservoir

o
fluid temperatures are in the range 80 to 140 C.

Geophysical evidence suggests that t\Vo fault zones, each about 1 km

0---- - 0
wide and trencling N. 18 Iv. and N. 81 H., intersect in the area of PF-7.

This fault intersection probnbly has generated an area of intensely frac-

tured basement rocks that provides a fractured reservoir for the geother-

mal fluids.

Depth to the geothermal reservoir is unknolV1l but may be as shallow

as 1.5 to 2 km.
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RECONHENDATlONS FOR SITE-SPECIFIC RESOURCE ASSESSNENT

Additional resource assessment is necessary to identify the areal

extent of and depth to the reservoir. More definitive exploration is

Dlso necessary to consLrnill l~l'servo:Lr temperatures to a smaller more 'use-

ful range.

The arc;ll exLent o[ ["he ;ulOm,clly can be constraJned by temperature

logging all water wells at the Papago Farms and surrounding area. The

temperature versus depth (T-D) profiles that result can be interpreted

in terms of wells witll rising (discharging) warm water and wells with de

scending (recharging) cold water. T-D profiles also reflect zones of in

flowing and outflOiving hot and cold \vilter. Thus aquifer conditions can

be identified ilt least to the depth of the well bottom. It is necessary,

however, to pull pumps for access and to allow wells to sit idle for sev

eral weeks to a.110lv non--pllll1ping, equilibrium conditions to return to the

well bores. ShallOlv (150 ft.) heat flmv holes may also aid in defining

the areal extent of the' ~HloI1\~lly and occasionally are successful in identi

fying the reservoir i [self. Sometimes) hOlvever, shallow ground-,vater con

ditions make a heat-flow survey of questionable value by attenuating the

heat flux from depth. !leat Elmv holes are drilled to a specified depth,

after which plastic tubing that is sealed at the bottom, is run into the

hole and filled Hith choar \vater. This assembly is allO\ved to sit fat'

several weeks to restore pre-dri.lling thermal equilibrium. The \ve1l is

then temperature logged. Because heat flow is a result of heat fluxing

from the earth and the thermal conductivity of the rocks through \vhich
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it moves, it is also uecessnry to measure the thermal conductivity of

drill cuttings from CilCh hole.

Depth to the reservoir i.s an important factor to knm., in assessing

a geothermal reservoir. A magnetotelluric survey across the Farms would

likely be successful in determining this parameter.

Finnlly, a deep tcs t well (2,000-3,000 ft.) in the center of the geo

thermal anomaly would confirm the reservoir temperatures that can presently

only be inferred from the geochemistry. Best use of the geothermal energy

can be achieved only by knO\ving the maximum reservoir temperatures accut"a te

ly. A deep test Hell could also support and confirm the results of the mag

netotelluric survey in predicting the depth to the reservoir. O~her tests

on a deep well wmlld provide valuable information about pressures, volumes,

permeability, etc. that are necessary for reservoir engineering.



POTENTIAL USES OF CEOTllEllilAL ENERGY AT THE PAPAGOFARHS

Direct usc of geothermal e.nergy WLlS originally limited to hydro-

o
thermal systems with temperatures in the range of 90 to 180 C. Today

o .
technolog:LcCll Lldv~ll1L:l~s ,) LLOI" thermal fluids LlS 10\" [IS abou t 50 C to be

used economically and efficiently in certain agri-business and space

heating applications. The use of "heat pumps" permits the economic use

o
of geotherm8l fluids I"ith temperatures 10\"er thCll1 50 C. Horeover, heat

pumps and heat exchangers can be purchased "off the shelf" thereby en-

abling low-temperature resources to be brought on line in a timely manner.

Space concli I:ioning of fices, lvork shops, and bunkhouses is possibly

one of the most efficient ways to use the geothermal resource at the Pa-

pago FClTms. Space heating can be achieved tl"O basic \"ays; (1) vith geo-

thermal fluids higher ill temperature than the required room temperature,

a heat exchanger tr8nsfcrs the geothermal heat to the room air heat, much

the same as running bot I"atcor through a radiator. Heat exchangers are

uneconomic at temperotllfcS below about sooe and increase in efficiency as

fluid temperatures increase above SOoC. (2) Iwen geothermal fluid tem-

peratures are lower than the required room air temperature, a heat pump

transfers or "pumps" heat from a 101" temperature to a high temperature

medium. The principal is identical to the operation of a refrigerator.

The 28-story Harmon Church Office Building in Salt Lake City, Utah, is

completely heated and cooled year round using S3 0 e fluids and heat pumps.

Geothermal fluids can also cool buildings, using an absorption re-

frigeration process. II geotL1C'rma1. absorption system substitutes the
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geothermal fluid (hot \,aler) (or the gas or electrically produced heat.

Fluid temperntures in lhe rnnge of 80 to 1500C are sufficiently hot for

the absqrption refrigeration process. Offices, workshops, and bunkhouses

\vould b~nefit from g(~CJt.hennill1y cooled air during the summer months.

Greenhouse heating is a common usc of lmv-temperature geothermal

energy. At the Papago Farms it may be possible to use the geothermal re-

source for greenhouse cooling, thus enabling the production of fruits

and vegetables that otherwise cannot be grown there because of the severe

summer heat. Irrigation pumping and the genel'ation of electricity are

much less likely to result fl:om the geothermal energy at the Papa go Farms,

but the potential does exist because of a new dmm-hole pump developed by

the Sperry Corporation. 'l'1l(~ patented Sperry gravity head sys tem uses a

pump and turbine, coupled together and placed about 2, 000 ft. dmm a geo-

thermal well beneath a string of concentric tube and heat exchanger sec-

tions that are installed from 800 to 2,000 ft. below the surface. The

system takes advantnge of the vertical shape of the wells to achieve more

efficient energy conversion nnd pumping. This system enables exploita-

tion of lower-tempernture geothermal resources, possibly with tempera

o
tures as low as 100 to 120 C. The Sperry Corporation presently is seek-

ing a demonstration site in Arizona or Idaho. It is expected that the

system will be cOllunercially available by 1983.




